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What the Contemporary Dalit Movement can learn
from Gandhi-Ambedkar Debate
Dr. Nishikant Kolge

ABSTRACT
Proponents of social justice have often asked us to choose between Gandhi
and Ambedkar. However, India’s present circumstances have forced the
contemporary Dalit movement to acknowledge the fact that it must modify
its basic assumptions regarding what enables a complete annihilation of
the caste system and hone a revolutionary strategy by bringing together
Gandhi and Ambedkar into a relatively more integrated system of critical
thought. This paper suggests that a combined reading of Gandhi’s and
Ambedkar’s ideas is the need of the hour, not by unthinkingly embracing
Gandhi and whitewashing the concrete caste reality of contemporary India,
but by taking a leaf out of the Gandhi-Ambedkar debate and learning how
to deal with concrete contestations and conceptual differences. The paper
suggests that the contemporary Dalit movement has hitherto failed to do
this, and that this is a crucial lacuna.
Keywords:
Gandhi, Ambedkar, Caste, Untouchability, and Dalit Movement.
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What the Contemporary Dalit Movement can learn
from Gandhi-Ambedkar Debate

Introduction
Interrogating Gandhi-Ambedkar debate is as old an endeavor as the lives of
Gandhi and Ambedkar themselves. There has been a long and a rich tradition
of reading this debate starting from Dhananjay Keer to Arundhati Roy that
keeps enriching our understanding on the subject. We owe a lot to these
scholars for our present understanding of the relationship between Gandhi
and Ambedkar. However, these scholars have also limited our understanding
of the subject. Indeed, this is not only an academic debacle but also a blunder
from the point of view of the Dalit movement. The existing scholarship has
refused to interpret the Gandhi-Ambedkar debate in light of the question
of how to resolve the internal contradictions in the Dalit movement itself
or indeed, from perspective of a future roadmap for a movement for
the annihilation of caste. We should recall here that D. R. Nagaraj, in his
famous essay “Self-Purification v/s Self-Respect: on the Roots of the Dalit
Movement”, rightly suggested that, “… the Dalit Movement was a product of
the mental state that believed in the firm rejection of the Gandhian model of
tackling the problems of untouchables, and that has shaped the contours of
its themes and patterns. But today historical circumstances have changed
and their consequences have forced us to re-examine the origin and the
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structure of these forces that conditioned the Movement” (Nagaraj 1993:1).
Moreover, assuming that Ambedkar’s is the final word on caste and the
conditions of its annihilation, as do some Dalit scholars, is as false and
counterproductive as assuming that only Gandhi was important to anti
colonial and nationalist movements in India. It would also be an insult to
Ambedkar’s own appeal that his successors employ free and critical thinking
in the way that he himself did. The best way we can respond to Amebdkar’s
appeal is to enrich Ambedkar’s profound ideas and insights with those of
other leaders and thinkers like Gandhi. To re-interrogate Gandhi-Ambedkar
debate from the perspective of Dalit Movement so that it can provide both
tactical and strategic clues for contemporary struggles is not only important
and necessary for annihilation of caste and for demonstrating our faith in
Ambedkar’s call to critical thinking but also for the task of saving Gandhi
from misappropriation by conservative social forces. Therefore, the present
paper tries to re-interrogate Gandhi-Ambedkar debate from the perspective
of the Dalit movement and looks for clues in that debate that may help us
some of the problems faced by the contemporary movement. Admittedly,
the aim of this paper is utilitarian; it will be using only those essential
principles, or components, of Gandhism and Ambedkarism that are needed
to participate in the process of the annihilation of the caste system. The aim
of this paper is not a full comparison of both approaches, but of just those
elements relevant to the task at hand.

Existing Scholarship
There can be a discussion as to the relevance of Ambedkar’s methods today
but no questions can be raised on Ambedkar’s integrity and intention to
annihilate the caste system. The existing literature notes that for Ambedkar
the caste system is characterised by power, dominance and hierarchy. It
acknowledges that for Ambedkar the caste system cannot be reformed
but only ripped out root and branch. Most scholars today argue that for the
annihilation of caste, it is not enough to just delink caste’s relationship with
social, cultural and organized religion; the economic and political structures
of the caste system must also be overturned on the lines that Ambedkar
suggested for purpose of Dalit libération. There are also scholars who raise
a question regarding Gandhi’s integrity and intention for the project of the
annihilation of the caste system. It is believed that Gandhi did not wish to
annihilate the classical varna system even though he did wish to abolish more
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recent and pernicious forms of caste exploitation, such as untouchability.
These scholars do not even attempt to understand the complexities and the
changes that mark Gandhi’s thought. They do not critically discuss Gandhi’s
proposed methods for the alleviation of caste inequality. These scholars
recognise that Gandhi was aiming at abolishing untouchability. They believe
that for Gandhi the caste system was characterised by notions of purity and
pollution, social difference and hierarchy. They also believe that to Gandhi
most problems associated with the existing caste system could be overcome
by reforming the caste system and reforming Hinduism. Within such a
framework it is hard to imagine that the contemporary Dalit movement has
anything to learn from the Gandhi-Ambedkar debate.
My recent book, Gandhi against Caste, tried to rethink and recover the relevance
of Gandhi’s thought for the purpose of caste annihilation. This paper works
within the framework of that book which acknowledges that Gandhi’s methods
for caste annihilation were different from Ambedkar’s but that Gandhi was
equally committed to cause of caste annihilation. From this perspective, I
believe we can revisit the Gandhi-Ambedkar debate constructively and glean
some practical lessons for the contemporary Dalit movement.

Some Suggestions
It is not just a suspicion of Gandhi’s integrity and intention with respect
to caste that prevents some Dalit scholars from reading the GandhiAmbedkar debate with an open mind. There are other problems too that
can bring Gandhi-Ambedkar debate to a dead-end. Nevertheless, if we want
to find the possibility of envisaging a constructive and serviceable debate
between both of them or if we want to find any contemporary relevance of
the debate, we need to keep following points in our mind. First, we should
avoid uncritical adoration of our heroes whether it is Ambedkar or Gandhi.
Uncritical adoration of Ambedkar or Gandhi discourages us from a critical
engagement with their thought. It denies them historicity, and turns them
into a timeless figure whose ideas do not need to be contextualised and/or
adapted to changing historical circumstances. Second, we should not judge
one at the expense of other. In the existing literature, there is tendency to
demand that we take sides; condemn one in order to extol the other; separate
out the secularists from the believers, the radicals from the reactionaries,
the thinkers from the doers, and so on. One should not take such approach.
This paper does want to judge and analyse both of them, but not at each
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other’s cost. Third, one should not try to reconcile their difference. In the
available literature, a growing number of prominent intellectuals like Thomas
Pantham (2009), Ramchandra Guha (2010), Partha Chatterjee (1996 & 2006)
and Suhas Palshikar (1996) have been attempting to find ways of reconciling
Gandhi and Ambedkar camps, giving both due credit and respect for their
lifelong struggles and attempting to find the numerous and profound ways
that they worked toward the same goals and in a similar spirit. This paper
is against such efforts at reconciliation of their difference because all these
process of reconciliation creates a homogenisation of thought which leads
to unnecessary and often illegitimate appropriation and incorporation of
one at the cost of the other.
Forth, we should stress on their differences. In the available literature, we find
scholars who believe that Gandhi and Ambedkar ended in a state of near total
confrontation, rather than dialogue. It is also widely known that the rivalry
between Gandhi and Ambedkar continues to live on even today in polemics
in street-corner debates, newspaper columns, blogs, books, documentary
films, and so on, often with aggressive insults parlayed between the proAmbedkar, anti-Gandhi group and the pro-Gandhi, anti-Ambedkar group.
This paper entirely side-steps these polemics. It acknowledges that their
disagreements did generated enormous public controversy during their time
and now but their differences were not equally deep. For this paper, therefore
to emphases on their difference does not mean that the two necessarily
understand the problem of caste differently, and their disagreements were
only to be expected. On the other hand, this paper argues to stress on their
differences because only by explaining why the two disagreed, we can show
their similarity which does not create homogenisation of thought and does
not leads to unnecessary and illegitimate appropriation and incorporation
of one at the cost of the other. Moreover, this paper also believes that if
we stress of their differences while recognizing their similarities, we can
better understand what the contemporary dalit movement can learn from
Gandhi Ambedkar debate. Therefore, the following subsection dwells on the
differences between the two. It means that the present paper is fully aware
of the fact that there are not one but two different conceptual frameworks at
stake here; that of self-purification of the so-called upper-caste Hindus and
that of the Dalit liberation struggle. What this paper is trying to find out how
these two are connected and connectable as two independent conceptual
frameworks in close mutual interaction. Moreover, this paper would like to
do it in such a way that simultaneously provides tactical and strategic clues
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for the contemporary Movement.

False Consciousness Versus Social, Economic, And Political Difference
Like Ambedkar, for Gandhi too, the individual is of supreme consideration.
For both, only that social system is good which helps every individual develop
into the best that he or she is capable of. Both eventually agreed - for different
reasons, however - that the present caste system was not one such social
system. For Gandhi the caste system had created a false consciousness of
caste differences and hierarchies and this had not only led to brutalisation
of the Dalits but had also dehumanised the upper caste Hindus. For him,
upper castes Hindus were as much victims of the caste system as the Dalit;
and, in order to abolish the caste system, it was equally necessary for every
individual, irrespective of caste, to overcome such caste prejudices.1 Since
according to Gandhi, everyone needs to overcome the false consciousness
of caste, it was important to understand how this false consciousness was
created and justified in Hindu society in the first place. According to him,
this false consciousness was created and justified with the help of notions
of purity and pollution, and by the degradation of manual labour. He firmly
believed that the caste differences and hierarchies could be abolished by
gradually eliminating the notion of purity and pollution from the minds of
the people and by restoring the dignity of manual labour as a universal virtue.
Ambedkar would agree that in order to become a better human being, it
is necessary for the upper-caste Hindus to give up their caste prejudices.
However, he had serious difficulty in accepting Gandhi’s views. He could not
accept that the upper-caste Hindus were as much victims of the caste system
as Dalit. Secondly, he could not accept that caste differences and hierarchies
could be abolished by just removing the notion of purity and pollution from
the minds of Hindus and by restoring the dignity of manual labour. According
to Ambedkar, Gandhi’s analysis of the problem of caste system was shallow
in the sense that caste differences and hierarchies are not just one’s state of
mind or false consciousness. For Ambedkar caste differences and hierarchies
were real and possessed material forms; in Hindu society, wealth, political
power, knowledge, and other real as well as symbolic sources of power were
apportioned according to caste differences and hierarchies. He knew that
these differences and hierarchies were not just symbolic; political power,
knowledge, labour relations and wealth were equally at stake in the caste
system. The consequence of this was that the group of people who were at
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the bottom of this system were deprived of not just the opportunity to attain
the best they were capable of, but their very basic needs of survival were also
denied to them. In other words, the caste system, according to Ambedkar,
was a hindrance to social justice and equality of opportunity for the Dalits.
But it does not mean that Ambedkar did not realize the importance of
removing the notion of caste differences and hierarchies from the mind of
every Hindu and Gandhi did not do anything for uplifting economic condition
of Dalit. In his seminar work Annihilation of Caste, Ambedkar writes “Caste is a
notion, it is a state of the mind. The destruction of Caste does not therefore
mean the destruction of a physical barrier. It means a notional change”
(Ambedkar 1936/2020:68). But unlike Gandhi he believed Hindu Shastras that
sanctions and teaches such distinction are the root cause of such state of
the mind and called for the destruction of all such Hindu Shastras. Similarly,
from the very beginning of his political activities in India, Gandhi emphasized
on education for Dalit students. Throughout 1920s, he encouraged Congress
to carry out movement to admit Dalit students in every school. In 1932
Gandhi established Harijan Sevak Sangh that used to make arrangements for
school dress, books, and other necessary things for Dalit students. They also
had a range of scholarships for these students. In short, Gandhi insisted on
the economic upliftment of Dalit through education. But as it is said above
Ambedkar’s primary emphasize was on upliftment of material conditions
of the Dalit community and Gandhi’s on changing the state of the mind of
every Hindu. Seeing Ambedkar emphasis contemporary Dalit movement
hitherto emphasises the need for uplifting the material conditions of the
Dalit community. Therefore, one of the problems faced by the contemporary
Dalit movement is that it fails to recognise the importance of ideational
change that must come upon the entire Hindu community including the
Dalit. The Gandhi-Ambedkar debate however suggests that caste in the real
world has always been more than the question of material and economic
conditions. It is a state of mind too. Changing material conditions without
notional change, i.e. transforming notions that produced and reproduced
caste over millennia will not annihilate caste. Changing the state of mind
is also the way to realistically imagine the destruction of caste is one thing
which contemporary Dalit movement can learn from this aspect of GandhiAmbedkar debate. And the contemporary Dalit movement which hitherto
mostly focuses on change in material condition can also now focuses on
bringing notional change of entire Hindu community including Dalit.
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Community Responsibilities Versus State Protection
Gandhi decided to educate the masses to say that caste differences,
hierarchies and practices based on the notion of purity and pollution are not
an integral part of their religion and should be abolished if they contradicted
reason and morality. The methods he used were argument, persuasion and
personal example. He tried to create an army of devoted co-workers who
would go from village to village to set example through action, and persuade
the people to practice manual labour and socially mix with untouchables.
For Gandhi, it was the individual, or the community concerned that was
the real force behind his movement, and he always remained uneasy about
the importance of the state, not only in abolishing caste differences and
hierarchies but also in social reform movements in general. While explaining
Gandhi’s arguments against state-initiated reforms, Parekh writes:
They [state-initiated reforms] treated men as ‘donkeys compelled to
carry a load’ against their will and dehumanized them. They encouraged
moral inertia and a culture of dependency. Rather than explore ways of
mobilizing their own and others’ moral energies, citizens got into the
‘lazy’ habit of rushing to the state every time they felt uneasy about a
social practice (Parekh 1989: 230).

Therefore, in Gandhi’s scheme of thought, social reform must remain the
responsibility of the community concerned, and the state must not gain
ascendancy in this respect. It can be argued that Gandhi was a philosophical
anarchist, who believed that the modern state is a contingent historical
development and not a permanent or inevitable feature of human society.
But as he claimed that he was a not a visionary but a practical idealist he did
not reject contingent reality of the state. He acknowledged the importance
of the state and was ready to talk help from it whenever he felt necessary.
For instance, Gandhi supported and lobby for 1933 Temple Entry bill of Ranga
Iyer. He also sought Ambedkar’s endorsement of the Bill.
Ambedkar was not an idealist but more a practical statesman and a
constitutional craftsman who rejected idealist and absolutist notions of the
State but accepted the State in purely functional and instrumental terms.
He was quite aware of the limitations of the state. He said “the Touchable
and Untouchables cannot be held together by law certainly …The only thing
that can hold them together is love” (Ambedkar 1945/2020: 140). But he knew
that the people for whom he was fighting were socially and educationally
backward, economically subservient and culturally oppressed; they would
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need the necessary constitutional protection from the state to be assured
equal access to all the real sources of higher status in society to facilitate
their upward mobility. In his scheme of thought, the state had to play a major
role in abolishing caste differences and hierarchies by safeguarding the
interests of the Dalits. It is evident from the life and struggles of Ambedkar
that he never lost any opportunity to work with the government, whether
British or Congress, for the social, economic and political upliftment of
the Dalits. According to him, this was the real approach by which caste
differences and hierarchies could be abolished. Christopher Jaffrelot writes:
“he [Ambedkar] also tried hard to influence the governments in his personal
capacity, whether they were of the British or Congress, for better serving the
cause of the Untouchables” (Jaffrelot 2009:6).2
Gandhi held the state to be as dangerous as the caste system in destroying
the autonomy of the individual. He believed that the “state does the greatest
harm to mankind by destroying individuality, which lies at the root of all
progress” (Gandhi 1934/1974: 319)” He was of the opinion that the best
method was one which tried to appeal to the conscience of the individual
as well as that of the community, rather than one which was dependent
on some external agency like the state. To him, the state was nothing more
than concentrated and organised violence - something that Ambedkar also
sometimes acknowledge, such as when he criticised the communists’ faith
in the worker’s state as the main instrument that would enforce social
equality at time even by violence. But seeing Ambedkar’s emphasis on the
state orientated social reform contemporary Dalit movement relied too
heavily on the state and its intricate institutional mechanisms and devices
to protect and promote the interests of the Dalit. The movement did not
fully appreciate the importance of changing the moral culture of wider
society with the help of the community concerned. This also means that the
contemporary Dalit movement drew too neat a contrast between state and
society, seeing the former as a rational progressive agency and the latter as
reactionary and relied on the coercive power of the state to transform society.
But in place of annihilating the caste system, such state oriented reform
through the policies of reservation and compensatory discrimination has
created enmity among different caste groups in the country. Bhikhu Parekh
writes that reservation and compensatory discrimination have aroused
considerable hostility between the upper-caste Hindus and the untouchables
(Parekh 1989: 241). And it is one of the failures of the contemporary Dalit
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movement that it has not been able to create trust and harmony between
the so-called upper castes Hindus and Dalits which is required for the
complete annihilation of the caste system. In such circumstances, it may be
worthwhile for the contemporary Dalit movement to also focus on Gandhi’s
society-oriented approach (Ambedkar also accepted its importance in the
process of annihilation of caste but could not do enough in this direction)
which helps to minimise this hostility and create a sense of duty and
responsibility in the warring sides, because an absence of harmony and
trust between the so-called upper-caste Hindus and Dalit would obstruct not
only the achievement of peace and harmony in society but also the process
of eradicating caste differences and hierarchies. In this way contemporary
Dalit movement can develop such comprehensive method in which state
oriented and society oriented programme will mutually reinforce resources
that lead to a successful annihilation of the caste system.

Self-Purification Versus Self-Respect
Since Gandhi regarded accumulation of wealth and political power as
detrimental to the moral development of the individual, he preferred methods
which would educate the masses to appreciate the beauty that lay in a life
of voluntary simplicity, poverty and slowness, rather than methods that
encouraged them to strive for material wealth and accumulation of political
power. It was with this in mind that he focused more on educating upper caste
Hindus to give up their caste prejudices rather than on organising the Dalits
to fight for material wealth and accumulation of political power. Basically,
Gandhi worked in two directions. The first was to teach the upper-caste Hindu
that manual work was of as much value as intellectual work. He insisted
that everyone, irrespective religion, caste, and economic condition, must do
daily manual work. He interpreted the traditional idea of yajna (sacrifice) as
manual work, and in his ashrams spinning was raised to the rank of a daily
mahayajna (primary sacrifice). The second was to mobilise the feelings of
shame and guilt among the upper-caste Hindus about their failure to treat
Dalits as equals. Gandhi also preached that the practice of untouchability is
a moral failure or sin on the part of upper caste Hindus, and that they should
purify themselves by giving it up in every form. He writes: “untouchability
will not be removed by the force even of law. It can only be removed when the
majority of Hindus realize that it is a crime against God and man and are
ashamed of it. In other words, it is a process of conversion, i.e., purification
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of the Hindu heart” (Gandhi 1939/1977:184) In this way, Gandhi defined his
struggle against untouchability and the caste system as a movement of selfpurification in which upper caste Hindus are asked to recognise dignity of
manual labour, abandon the practice of untouchability and help uplift the
social, economic and political condition of Dalits as a penance for their sins.
Ambedkar found these prescriptions humiliating. He maintained that
Gandhi’s methods turned the Dalit into a mere object of upper-caste concern,
where the real Dalit became simply a medium of the self-purification exercise
of the caste Hindu. Explaining Ambedkar’s disagreement with Gandhi’s
manner of tackling the caste issue, D. R. Nagaraj writes:
Babasaheb [Ambedkar] had no other option but to reject the Gandhian
model. He had realized that this model had successfully transformed
Harijans as objects in a ritual of self-purification, the ritual being
performed by those who had larger heroic notions of their individual
selves. In the theatre of history, in a play of such a script, the untouchables
would never become heroes in their own right, they are just mirrors for
a hero to look at his own existentialist angst and despair, maybe even
glory (Nagaraj 1993:18).

Ambedkar believed in self-help. He knew from history that injustice is never
removed until the sufferers themselves do away with it through their own
exertions and actions. He diagnosed, perhaps correctly, that as long as the
Dalits did not organise themselves to fight to end their own sufferings, there
would not be any change in their lives. In a speech, Ambedkar says: “no
borrowed or hired person who does not belong to your class can further your
welfare by the least degree. You may rid yourself of internal divisions and
organize yourself strongly…” (Quoted in Jaffrelot 2005:52). For Ambedkar,
the problem of the caste was not just moral failure of the upper-caste Hindu.
The caste system also created the mental status of self-doubt, self-denial
and self-hatred among the Dalits. Hence, for Ambedkar, the best method was
one which created a sense of confidence and self-respect among the Dalits.
He concentrated, therefore, on organising Dalits to fight for their rights, for
that would not only help in abolishing caste differences and hierarchies but
also fill Dalits with the feelings self-respect and dignity and enable them
to overcome their socio-economic hardships. Ambedkar thus rejected
Gandhi’s patronising idea of self-purification for the upper caste Hindus as
appropriate for eliminating caste differences and hierarchies.
But the circumstances have changed today and this forces us to rethink
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how we can side-step the earlier divide between the ‘self-purification’ and
the ‘self-respect’ sides to an integrated imagination of ‘self-purification’ AND
‘self-respect’ simultaneously. The question is how we can recompose two
different but closely related conceptual frameworks so that together they
constitute a flexible yet powerful instrument for the annihilation of the caste
system. In this respect, this difference of Gandhi and Ambedkar method
suggests following two things. First, it suggests that the annihilation of the
caste system and the establishment of equality between castes cannot and
should not be left to Dalits alone. It suggests us that so-called upper-caste
Hindus and non-Dalits can and should also play an important role in the
process of caste annihilation. Ambedkar also recognized its need, he said
“anybody about whom we are certain that he belongs to us, whether he is
Brahmin or Non-Brahmin by caste is acceptable to us and we shall fully
cooperate with him” (Quoted in Jadhav 2013: 67). But the contemporary Dalit
movement has hitherto neither recognised this nor devised any concrete plan
to invite non-Dalits, especially progressive so-called upper-castes Hindus,
into their struggle. Therefore, taking a leaf from the Gandhi-Ambedkar debate
we can now work towards a political situation wherein Dalits as well as nonDalits are held responsible and accountable for a general movement against
caste and for equality.
Second, another problem of contemporary Dalit movement is strengthening
the unity among the Dalit by eradicating practice of untouchability among
the Dalit can be address by taking some insight from this difference
between Gandhi and Ambedkar method. It is a fact that Dalits also practise
untouchability and discrimination against each other. Inter-caste marriages
have hardly taken place across ex-untouchable sub-castes, and even if
they do, have also led to immense conflict. Ambedkar also emphasized on
its need, he acknowledged that casteism is rampant among the Dalit and
said “caste and untouchability has taken root among us [Dalit], it will be
good to condemn it and not allow it to continue as it is. Although we are
not responsible for the introduction of untouchability and the castes among
us, it is our responsibility to annihilate it” (Quoted in Jadhav 2013: 188-189).
The contemporary Dalit movement has not yet developed any method to
address this important problem. In this respect, the Dalit movement can
benefit by taking a leaf out of Gandhi’s thoughts on self-purification and
by following Ambedkar’s advice. If the Dalit movement adopts it as one of
its own programmes and initiates intense awareness campaigns around
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this concept, it will help to eliminate the practice of untouchability not only
among the so-called upper-castes Hindus but also among Dalit as well.

Tradition Versus Westernisation/ Modernisation
Westernisation/modernisation involves, among other things, the
replacement of the traditional lifestyle - the organisation of human society
on the basis of beliefs and superstitions – with the modern lifestyle, in which
society is organised on the basis of modern institutions, modern knowledge
and rational principles. M. N. Srinivas defined it as the changes which appear
in a non-Western country by direct or indirect contact with a Western country
(Srinivas 2009:53). Ambedkar, like many other great leaders such as Karl
Marx and Jawaharlal Nehru, strongly believed that such changes would lead
to the collapse of the caste system in India. At the time of introduction of the
railway in India, Karl Marx observed that it would lead to the establishment
of a capitalist industry and would eventually trigger the collapse of decadent
social systems such as caste. He writes: “modern industry, resulting from the
railway system, will dissolve the hereditary divisions of labour, upon which
rests the Indian caste system” (Marx 1853). Following Marx, many great
Indian leaders like Nehru and Ambedkar who were western in outlook, also
expressed similar faith in the process of Westernisation. They believed that
the introduction of science and technology in any society would necessarily
bring changes in the attitude/worldview of its people. Debjani Ganguly writes:
“Ambedkar, in his struggle against caste discrimination, took on board all
the values that he imbibed from his English liberal education and declared
that the path of Western democracy (with its secular values) was the only
way to eradicate the ills of caste” (Ganguly 2002:326).3
It is a fact which none can deny, that the process of Westernisation had
made difficult, to a large extent, the practice of caste in its ritual form. Most
people would be ready to accept that the attitude of educated people in the
metropolitan cities is not largely governed by the caste system. There are
some scholars who feel that though Westernisation had played great role in
minimising the effects of caste system, it generated some other problems in
this respect. One such problem, as described by Nagaraj, is the ‘phenomenon
of wilful amnesia towards one’s own past’. He explains:
The working of the caste system has always tried to create mental
states of self-doubt, self-denial, and self-hatred among the lower
caste individuals in the modern context, and generally these attitudes
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are collectivized. The birth of the modern individual in the humiliated
communities is not only accompanied by a painful severing of ties with
the community, but also a conscious effort to alter one’s past is an
integral part of it (Nagaraj 1993:16).

Gandhi may or may not have been able to predict the ‘phenomenon of wilful
amnesia’ among the ‘lower’ caste and ‘untouchable’ educated youths in a
Westernised India. But Gandhi did reject blind Westernisation, not only as a
remedy for abolishing the caste system but also as a belief that it was the
panacea for every problem in the country. He rejected it because, unlike many
other educated Indians, he could not agree with the idea that Westernisation
ultimately brings hope for human emancipation by transforming traditional
or pre-modern social structures. Gandhi could not make up his mind whether
the Western or modern world presented an age of reason, equality, freedom
and justice. He knew that Westernisation indeed brings such notions into
prominence in any society but he also knew that Westernisation is not
always about equality, freedom and justice but carries with it its own forms
of inequality, domination, exploitation and normalisation. For Gandhi,
therefore, the choice between tradition and modernity or Westernisation is
not about the choice between exploitation and emancipation but the choice
between different forms of exploitation. Therefore, unlike Ambedkar and
Nehru, Gandhi did not believe that the imposition of science and technology
by any authority would necessarily bring about fundamental changes in the
conscience of any individual or society.4
Gandhi believed that imposition of Western science and technology would
not necessarily bring about a change in people’s attitude. He must have been
in agreement with Srinivas when writing about the driver of a government
bulldozer from Rampura village in Mysore. Srinivas writes:
Thus the manipulation of western technology does not mean that
manipulators have accepted a rationalistic and scientific world view. Far
from it, the bulldozer driver in Rampura had mastered the mechanical
motions necessary to drive it, and could even do minor repairs; but he
was not only traditional in his religious beliefs, he had even picked up
some black magic, a knowledge usually confined to small groups. He
did not perceive any incompatibility between driving a bulldozer and
practicing black magic (Srinivas 2009:57).

Like Srinivas, Gandhi must have been aware of these practical difficulties.
And he could, as a consequence, perceive that Westernisation in the form of
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imposed extensive use of science and technology might make the practice of
caste system in its ritual form difficult to practice, but may not necessarily
undermine the doctrine of caste or lead to the necessary changes in caste
consciousness among the masses. It does not mean that Gandhi condemned
everything that stand for modernity. He very categorically said: “Do not for
one moment consider that I condemn all that is Western. For the time being
I am dealing with the predominant character of modern civilization’, that
is, ‘the exploitation of the weaker races of the earth’”(Gandhi 1925/1968:127).
It does also not mean that he was not well aware of the totalizing nature
of traditions, especially Hindu traditions, and was not any less opposed to
traditional modes of domination and hierarchy. Bhikhu Parekh says: “For
centuries Hindus had lived with the evil practice of untouchability; he declared
war on it and shook its moral roots.” Parekh adds: “Traditionally women had
occupied a low position in India; he not only brought a large number of them
into public life, which neither Lenin nor Mao could do, and established their
equality with men” (Parekh 1989:11). Hence, Gandhi’s critique of modern
civilization, however severe, must be viewed as neither a complete rejection
of everything that was going by the name of modern/Western civilization,
nor a glorification of India’s ancient past.
It can be argued that Ambedkar’s analysis that modernity as an idea has
potential to liberate the socially, economically, educationally backwards
castes proved to be only partly true even eight decades later. But as Vidhu
Verma writes, “Ambedkar could be inaccurately placed in the category of
modernists” (Verma 1999: 2804). Ambedkar relationship with modernity
was much more complex. Indeed, Ambedkar’s analysis and understanding
of modernity is much complex than is usually understood. It is fact that
Ambedkar has been widely understood as the quintessential modern,
suggesting industrialization, urbanization and law to effect social, economic
changes in the society. However, his act of conversion to Buddhism suggests
that he found quite anti-modern solution to annihilate the caste system. It
means that thought Ambedkar was not as open and harsh critic of modernity,
he did acknowledge its limitation. It therefore seems that both Gandhi and
Ambedkar believed that tradition and modernity are not exclusive, opposite
categories, but is bound together, and both exploitation and emancipation
of Dalit are possible in tradition as well as modern societies. Therefore, the
contemporary Dalit movement can learn from this aspect of the GandhiAmbedkar debate to be more realistic about the impact of modernity, hence
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they must not rely too much on spread of modernity for the annihilation of the
caste and should look for the new ways for the annihilation of the caste which
is based on the proper understanding of the specificities of Indian modernity
which keeps its connection very much alive with tradition. This means that
the contemporary Dalit movement needs to look beyond Ambedkar’s popular
image as champion of modernity (and Gandhi’s popular image as champion
of tradition) and their hope that modernity can completely liberate Dalit
from caste-based discrimination and exploitation, and devise new methods
to deal with caste first in traditional spaces like the village and second in
modern spaces like the city. And for this purposes re-reading of both Gandhi
and Ambedkar can be very helpful, because though both emphasized on
different things on different time but could see that tradition and modernity
are not opposite categories which negate each other and exploitation and
emaciation of Dalit is possible in both ways of life.

Conclusion
We have been taught by some proponents of social justice that we must
choose between Gandhi and Ambedkar. But, the present paper argues that
our recent circumstances force us rethink this assumption. Anti-caste
revolutionary strategy requires that Gandhi and Ambedkar be recomposed
into one conceptual field. Though the paper suggests that a combined reading
of Gandhi’s and Ambedkar’s ideas is the need of the hour, it argues against
a papering over of the differences between the two. It is only by navigating
these differences that we can learn contemporary political lessons from the
two thinkers who in a sense define between them what we today know as
modern India.

Endnotes
1

Ashis Nandy observes, in all his life, Gandhi sought to free the British rather
than the Indians from the clutches of imperialism and the Brahmins rather
than the untouchables from the caste system. Nandy, Ashis. 1978. “Oppression
and Human Liberation: Towards a Third World Utopia” Alternatives, 4: 172.

2

See also Gail Omvedt writes, “State protection for Dalits had always been seen
as essential, even in his [Ambedkar] periods of greater faith in the majority;
and now in an atmosphere in which India under Nehru appeared set to adopt
planning and a ‘socialist pattern of society’ Ambedkar’s main thrust was to
look to this state-guided development as a solution.” Omvedt, Gail. 1994. Dalits
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and the Democratic Revolution: Dr. Ambedkar and the Dalit Movement in Colonial India.
New Delhi: Sage Publications.
3

Gail Omvedt also argues that Ambedkar saw modernity from a perspective quite
contrary to that of Gandhi. As she puts it, “he looked to the values underlying
it as the revolutionary aspirations to liberty, equality and community.
Modernisation was something that he sought, not feared.” Omvedt, Gail. April
1997. “Democratic Movements and Environmentalism: Gandhi, Ambedkar and
the polarities of Revolution in India.” Fourth World.

4

Like Gandhi, Suditpa Kaviraj believed that Nehru and Ambedkar were wrong to
disregard traditions entirely taking the typical Enlightenment view of treating
those ideas and practices as erroneous. He said: “they also wrongly believed
that to rescue people from tradition, their intellectual and practical habits,
all that was needed was simply to present a modern option; peoples’ inherent
rationality would do the rest.” Kaviraj,S. (2000). “Modernity and Politics in
India” Daedalus, 129, (1), pp. 137-162.
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